Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of approximating point sets by n-point subsets with respect to the minimal width w Let, in particular, ~fd denote the family of all convex bodies in Euclidean d-space, let ~/c ~rd and let n be an integer greater than d. Then we ask for the greatest number ~ =A,(~) such that every AE.d contains a polytope with n vertices which has minimal width at least l~w(A). We give bounds for An(if{d), for An(.//,td), and for An(~//'d), where eft d, ~/¢d denote the families of centrally symmetric convex bodies and of bodies of constant width, respectively.
Introduction and Results
Let E d denote the d-dimensional Euclidean space. The scalar product and the Euclidean norm will be denoted by (-), l}" II, respectively, and B d, S d-1 will indicate the unit ball and the unit sphere in E a. Let ~fd denote the family of all convex bodies of E ~, this is the family of convex compact sets which have interior points and let 2/d denote the family of centrally symmetric convex bodies of E a.
The symbols ~, R denote the sets of positive integers and real numbers, respectively. By [~'J we denote the integer part of a real number z. The problem of giving bounds for the minimal width of convex bodies in terms of other functionals which are naturally associated with convex bodies has been investigated for a long time (see, e.g., [2] ). There are also computational aspects of questions like this in computer science (see, e.g., [11] ).
In the present paper we deal with the following problem.
Problem. For a given family s~ c 5e d and a positive integer n determine the greatest number Iz = An(M) such that every A e M contains an n-point subset P with w(P) >-Bzw(A).
Let us point out that in the case of M = YE d we are asking for the quality of approximation of convex bodies by polytopes with n vertices with respect to the minimal width. Even more intuitive, A,(YE d) is the maximal number such that every convex body of minimal width 1 contains a polytope with n vertices and minimal width at least A,(YCd).
We set, for S ~ ~ ed and n ~ N,
.}
Furthermore, for nonempty subfamilies ~ of 5 ~d we define A,(M) = inf{A,(a)lA ~ M}.
We have the following monotonicity relations for M, ~ c ~fd and n, m E N: Our main results are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem. Here are some properties of A,(Jd): 
Let us close this section with a few comments about our theorem. For d = 2 and n = 3 in (1) we have A3(Se2) > ½. This is a generalization of a property presented in [13] . It was conjectured in [14] that A3(~2)=0.75 meaning that the disk is extremal for A3(Yl2). However, as a consequence of (4) it turns out that this conjecture is false. But the Reuleaux pentagon is not extremal, either. Rather, it seems that Aa(Y(2) might be attained for the regular pentagon. Let us point out that the second inequality in (5) results from the first by applying asymptotic estimates for the approximation of convex bodies by inscribed polytopes. (However, in terms of the Hausdortt distance the applied estimate is asymptotically best possible (see [3] and [12] ) even for Bd.) Explicit bounds for d = 2 are given in [I0]. For a survey on approximations of convex bodies see [9] .
Some Preliminary Results
In the sequel we give some auxiliary results, first two lemmas concerning the width of more general sets and then two iemmas concerning the case of simplices. In particular, we begin by completing the justification of restricting our considerations to the bounded case. 
S(z; ~, ~2) = H+(z; a,)c~ H-(z;
'
8(vl, H) < -kw(T). Thus w(T)/h(T) > -1/k

II~(P)-'~(Q)I1L
.y(p)=l E p v~P denotes the center of the face conv(P) (and respectively for Q).
Lemma 4.1 Let T be an arbitrary d.simplex inscribed in B a and let To denote the regular simplex inscribed in B d. Then w(T) <-w(To).
Proof. Let 
Cp(T)=p-~[P(d+l)2(~)-2r(d+l)(~-~)] •
T~ (d+ 1)2 [p d-_ (d+ 1_)2 (d+ 1~
Thus Y~ w:(T)<-~t<a+l)/:j(T)<-~t~d+l)/2j(To)= E w2(To),
which implies w( T) <-w(To).
[] As was pointed out by one of the referees this result has also been obtained by [1] .
Proof of the Theorem
that the height of T from v is h(T). Let H(z; a) be the hyperplane carrying all vertices of T except v. The maximality of T implies
A c S( z; a -h( T), ot + h( T) ).
Thus w(A) <-2h(T). So by Lemma 3 we get w(T)/w(A) >-w(T)/2h(T) >--p.
Now we are ready to work with an arbitrary A ~ 5 ca. Let e > 0. By Lemma 2 there is a bounded A~ c A such that
w(A,)>-(1-e)w(A).
Of course, for the closure cl(A~) of A~ we have w(cl(A~)) = w(A~). Let T~ be a d-simplex of maximal volume with all vertices in ct(A~). We can find in A~ a (d + 1)-point set P~. such that conv(P~) contains a translate of (1-e)T,. Hence
w(P~)>-(1-~)w(L).
From the above inequalities and the compact case considered before we get [] (4) As is shown in [8] , every K e ~//-2 of width 1 contains an equilateral triangle T of side/, where l is the side of a largest equilateral triangle contained in the Reuleaux pentagon of width 1. Since 0.85338 < l < 0.85345, as evaluated by the authors of [8] , we have 0.73904 < w(T) < 0.73911, which immediately implies the first assertion of (4).
On the other hand, by [6] , every plane convex body of minimal width 1 contains a convex body of constant width 1/(3-x/-3). This implies the rest of (4) .
[] 
w(Q) <. w(Q).
By [2, p. 51] there is a segment A~ of length greater than or equal to w(K) in K which is parallel to Ai for i= 1 .... , k. Let P=conv(Atw.. "wAk). Then P is a polytope with at most n vertices. In order to estimate the minimum width of P observe that all widths of a convex body do not change under central symmetrization, so in particular for P*=½(P+(-P)) we have w(P)= w(P*). Denote by c~ the center of As. Set A~ = -ci + At and P' = conv(A~ u • • • u A~,). Of course, p'c p*. Thus
w( P') <-w( P*).
Observe that w( K ). Q c p', which implies w(K)w(O)<-w(P').
Combining the obtained inequalities we get The second assertion in (5) follows from the first one and from the fact that, by [5] and [3] , every convex body can be approximated by an inscribed polytope with at most n vertices such that the Hausdorff distance is less than
where K' is a constant that depends only on the dimension and on the circumradius of K.
[]
